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“A bunch of stuff stapled together” runs our tagline and we do
exactly what it says on the tin. Mustard is an eclectic mix of
articles, reviews, cartoons and other miscellaneous ramblings.
The overall theme is humour, but we’ve thrown in all sorts of
stuff that we find interesting (you’ll notice that a lot of us are
movie buffs) in the hope that you will too.

So why the hell would a bunch of people with proper jobs (mostly)
and girlfriends (mostly) spend their time putting together sixteen pages of crap,
photocopy it a couple of hundred times, slice an inch off the bottom (don’t ask),
compile and staple pages together and then stand around in Leicester Square
thrusting copies into the hands of startled passers by?

Money? Nope; it’s free and in fact it costs us in print and photocopying. Fame?
Well, looking at the quality of the stuff in here, we’re unlikely to be given our own
series on BBC2. Sexual repression? Actually, in some cases you’ve got an argument
there... but on the whole the reason is simple:

We’re just doing it for a laugh.

Because, well, why not? You only live once. And this may have taken several
months (on and off) to put together, but what would we have to show at the end of
those months if we hadn’t done this? Some sort of social life perhaps.

If things go according to plan, Issue #2 will be out in two months and you can be
part of it: see the note below and the ad on the back page. Whatever happens
we’ve had fun doing this issue and hopefully cheered up a few people for ten
minutes while they were stuck on the Tube.

Anyway, here it is: the results of our labours, the fruit of our collective loins:
sixteen pages of stuff, photocopied and stapled together. Enjoy.

the guys at mustard

mustard - it’s a gas
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... and tell us what you
think; we’ll be running
a letters page next
issue. Best letter wins a
limited edition mumumumumussssstttttarararararddddd
T-ShirT-ShirT-ShirT-ShirT-Shirttttt and any other
crap we can dig up.
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Anything we use will be fully
attributed. All text and images are ©

copyright their relative owners.
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H E R O E S  O F  C O M E D Y

#1: BILL HICKS
“I don’t mean to sound cold or cruel

or vicious, but I am so that’s the way it
comes out.”  Bill Hicks, 1961-1994

There’s not a lot you can say about
stand-up comic Bill Hicks that hasn’t
already been said, but for those of you
who haven’t yet heard him, go out and
buy one of his videos right now.

Seriously, stop whatever you were
doing, get down to HMV or wherever
and buy a video of one of his tours. You

can read the rest of this article on the way.
Hicks must be the finest example of the truism that the best

comedians are the ones that make you think. So intense are his
sets, so sharp and profound his observations that many have
referred to him as preacher. You can’t watch Hicks without being
awed by the way he cuts through the crap on any subject to get to
the simple truth, expressing it with such ease that even (as is
often the case), when you think ‘that’s exactly how I feel’, you
wish you could have put it half as well as he does. The fact that
he manages to be gut-bustingly funny whilst he’s doing it is just
the icing on the cake.

“A lot of Christians wear crosses around their necks. You think
when Jesus comes back he wants to see another fucking cross?”

Vicious, uncompromising, extremely rude and at times
painfully honest, he made himself as many enemies as he did
fans. But the great thing was: he didn’t care. He didn’t sell out,
he didn’t compromise his material for a more mainstream
audience (an attitude that lost him one appearance on Letterman)
and he kept going, performing on the road 280 days a year, even
towards the end as he slowly succumbed to lung cancer.

“If anyone here works in Marketing or PR: kill yourselves. No
seriously, there’s no joke here: just kill yourselves. Seriously.”

Hicks turned his shows into rock concerts, dressing like a
cowboy and entering the stage through smoke and fire. Many
called him the Hendrix of comedy, but as comedienne Brett Butler
observed “it was Jesus that he wanted to be, but Bill got freeze
framed on the scene where Jesus went through the temple... he
was Christ at his angriest.”

“People say ‘Bill, don’t pick on The New Kids On The Block,
they’re such a good image for the children’. Fuck that! When
did mediocrity and banality become a good image for our
children? I want my kids to listen to people who ROCKED! I
don’t care if they died in puddles of there own fucking vomit, I
want someone who plays from their FUCKING HEART! ‘Hi,
we’re the new kids, we’re so good and clean’ Fuck that! I want
my rock stars dead. I want them to play with one hand, holding
a fucking gun in the other: ‘hope you enjoyed the show!’ BAM!”

Like the rock stars he idolised Bill Hicks also played from the
heart ... and like them he died early. But his work is still with us,
we can still laugh with him, we can still hear him. Maybe we
can try and go through life with as much honesty and conviction
and in a constant, questioning search for the truth. As Hicks
said: “it’s just a ride”. So, you got that video yet? AM

Many voices were raised in opposition to Stephenson’s
newfangled steam locomotive. Certain thinkers believed that
the human body could not possibly withstand the G forces
of traveling at 50mph and that people would suffocate or
explode all over the carriages.

Some farmers, on the other hand, were concerned at how
their cattle would react to a passing train, claiming that the
cows would be so alarmed and confused that they would
chase the train along the track until they died of exhaustion.

At the opening ceremony the mayor, a big locomotive
enthusiast, fell onto the tracks and went into the history books
along with Stephenson’s invention - as the first person to be
run over by a train.

GREAT MOMENTS IN HISTORY
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HAVE-A-GO HERO IN HUMAN
TORCH DEATH PLUNGE

This was the headline that looked like it had won the Sun’s
competition for Best Tabloid Headline last night, beating off the
2-1 favorite ‘Lesbian Vicar in Love Nest Sex Triangle’.

The headline was developed by Swedish scientists at a top
government laboratory, but their celebrations at winning the
accolade (and the £100,000 prize money) were short lived when
disgruntled competitors pointed out that it didn’t include the
word ‘Diana’. It was, of course, immediately disqualified.

One British group had pinned all their hopes on the use of the
word ‘Gate’ (Following the success of Watergate and of course
Dianagate), offering no less than forty entries. These included a
headline based on the rising house prices in Covent Garden area,
‘Gardengate’, the Microsoft break-up ‘Billgate’, and the proposal
to paint the Millennium bridge yellow ‘Goldengate Bridge’.

The word Gate itself won a separate award for ‘Best Use of a
Totally Meaningless Word’. In accordance with new EU
regulations, all entrants were then taken out and shot.

The question of ‘what’s in the suitcase?’ in the hit film Pulp
Fiction has finally been revealed by an industry insider. Previous
theories including ‘gold bars’ and ‘the Oscar Samuel should
have got’ were proved wrong by the revelation. It was in fact a
very large packet of B&H.

PULP FICTION CASE OPENED

CA/AM

JB/AM/SS

ADVERTISEMENT

Do your ducts seem old fashioned? Out
of Date? Central Services’ new duct
designs are now available in hundreds
of different colours to suit your
individual taste. Hurry now, whilst
stocks last, to your nearest Central
Services showroom.

Central Services
We do the work, you do the pleasure!
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DOWN MEXICO WAY EURO INTERAILING
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Let’s cut a long story short:
me, Hans, a web browser and
the need for a holiday.

After some consideration we
decided to put aside the 'Going
Places' catalogue and plan a
trip ourselves, with a reckless
"get the flight, leave the details
‘till we’re there" attitude.

A map was found and we
enlisted the help of ex-US
resident Mr S Jones to aid us
in our plans.

"Oh Man, you have got to go
Mexico", he said. "Tijuana
man, just across the Mexican
border; you'll love it, it'll be an
experience!".

I can still
hear the word
"experience"
e c h o i n g
around my
head when I
wake in the
middle of the
night drenched
in sweat.

The plan was start in LA and
travel across to Phoenix,
stopping off for a little light
refreshment in Tijuana. For
those that don't know (and we
didn't), Tijuana is just past the
Mexican border, which is about
20 miles south of San Diego.

So, we cruised into San Diego
in our red Chevrolet Cavalier
convertible (no less!), in
desperate need of a good nights
sleep. For some reason San
Diego was a hot spot that night
and no rooms were available...
well, just the one. So, next
morning we woke at 6:30am,
still jet lagged, in the luxury
of... our bridal suite.

We headed down the coast to
Tijuana, the weather was good,
it was hot, San Diego looked

good, everything was clean and
people were smiling.

Then we arrived at the
Mexican border.

Well, they say ‘border’, but
they mean ‘turnstile’. A rusty,
unattended old turnstile in
desperate need of oil.

Still enthused by it all, we
walked through the border and
were presented by a hoard of
Mexican taxi drivers.

Our driver seemed to have
replaced the seats with old, very
worn sofa cushions, so we sank
into the seats and demanded to
be taken to Tijuana.

He started
talking to us in
a chatty yet
t h r e a t e n i n g
kind of way;
i m a g i n e
Cheech Marin
in ‘From Dusk
Til Dawn’:

"So, you iz
goin' to Tijuana amigo? You
know what we az in Tijuana?
We got de weemen, de drogs
and de alcohol." - this followed
by manic dirty laughter.

We finally arrived in Tijuana
and, after a very disconcerting
conversation concerning the
"tip" I had "agreed" to pay, we
headed into the centre itself.

I don't think I have ever felt
so out of place in my life.
English, wearing shorts and a
t-shirt that might as well have
said something like "we are
English and here to see the
cultural differences between
our races, please beat us".

We left soon after to get back
to the safety of the U.S. and, to
give Mr Jones some credit, it
was definitely an "experience"
that I will never forget. CL

“The heavily armed
Italian police had a
good laugh at my
sunburnt body,
then sodded off.”

Pretty much every anecdote
from our Euro trip stemmed
from the fact that we couldn’t
organise a piss-up in a brewery.

Our first day saw a sequence
of events (including late trains,
a broken currency exchange
machine, a strange man in a
neck brace and our failure to
take the England / France time
difference into account)
resulting in our being stranded
in Calais.

We also
acc identa l ly
tipped our
French taxi
driver way too
much and had
to ask for some
of it back in
order to pay for
the hotel. We then went on a
quest to find somewhere that
would take travelers cheques at
1am, which meant we got
laughed at a lot by foreigners.

This would become a
reoccurring theme throughout
our trip.

Paris was more successful
and we hooked up temporarily
with some American tourists
who lived up to their reputation
(after seeing the Eiffel Tower
one of them wanted to then go
and see the Leaning Tower of
Pisa; we explained that,
actually, it was in Pisa).

We had then hoped to go
straight from Paris to Rome but
had to go via Nice, where we
spent the day getting annoyed
and very, very badly sunburnt
on the beach.  On the overnight
train, we commandeered a
carriage to ourselves by
stretching across the seats and
pretending to be asleep. Despite
it only being early evening, I

got inside a sleeping bag and
spent half an hour carefully
peeling my jeans from my
hideously sunburnt legs.

As we passed over the border,
heavily armed Italian police
boarded the train; one female
officer looked at me with a
strange expression, then
fetched her colleagues. They all
stood and looked at me in my
English, sunburnt, sleeping-

bag state for a
few moments,
then had a
good laugh
and left.

 Things took
a turn for the
worse around
m i d n i g h t ,
when a ticket

collector pointed out that this
was first class and we should
get our second-class butts down
the other end of the train.

 We spent a very scared night
in a carriage with clearly
deranged people, pretending to
agree with their views (“Uh,
yeah, maybe the PM should
nuke Ireland” etc.) in the hope
that we wouldn’t get stabbed.

In Milan, Guy’s passport was
stolen by a gang of eight year
old girls (no, really), though
thankfully we got it back  (a
long story including the bribe
of a McDonalds hamburger).

It is only in trying to
summarise this trip in the space
available that I realise how
much went wrong (we’ve
barely scraped the surface), but
in retrospect  we must admit
that the trip was all the more
interesting for it. In fact, we
highly recommend making a
balls-up of your holiday, if only
for anecdotal purposes. AM

“They say ‘border’
but they really mean
‘unattended rusty
old turnstile in dire
need of oil’.”

JOURNEYS TO THE FOUR



I explained politely to the
exceptionally friendly crew that
I was shitting my pants, but
they'd heard this sort of
nonsense before, and calmly
made small talk whilst they
strapped my legs to the cord.

This was taking place quite
late in the afternoon, so there
were very few other punters
around. Lucky for me. As I
stepped forward the muscle
bound crewman explained to
the video camera recording my
jump that "we're not going to
muck around, 'cause Scott here
is scared shitless".

To emphasise
this he gave me
a 'reassuring'
wallop on the
back, causing
me to stumble
forward and
grab desper-
ately at the
handrail.

Of course, the crew and
spectators on the tower and in
the huts below pissed
themselves with laughter at this
whilst I tried to regain some
composure.

The crewman apologised,
wiped a tear from his eye and
said he would count me down
from five for my jump. “Five,
four, three, two, one, GO!”

"Scott, ah, you're still here."
Indeed I was. He came over,
whispered some life-changing
words of wisdom into my shell-
like, then counted me down
again. Five, four, three, two,
one... and off I jumped.

Without gibbering on about
how absolutely, incredibly,
amazingly fantastic it was... it
was absolutely, incredibly,
amazingly fantastic.
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“I explained politely
to the exceptionally
friendly crew that I
was shitting my
pants.”

Recently, Australia has been
buzzing like never before. Last
year they took the cricket and
rugby world cups, Sydney was
the place to be for the
Millennium and they'll also be
hosting the 2000 Olympic
Games. I was lucky enough to
be there for seven weeks over
Christmas and New Year, with
a friend of mine who I've
known since university.

Cairns had to be one of my
favourite places; it was where
we spent Christmas day (scuba
diving off the Great Barrier
Reef, no less) and where I had
my most
m e m o r a b l e
experience of
the trip - my
first bungee
jump.

I had been
p r e p a r i n g
myself for my
own personal
leap of faith for days, but when
it came to the crunch I was
nothing short of terrified.

The Cairns bungee jump is
run by New Zealander A.J.
Hacket, the man who bought
the extreme sport to the world's
attention and who has jumps
located across the globe.

It isn't the highest jump in the
world, but when your standing
44 metres above a lake trying
to convince your brain that
leaping off this tower is a
rational idea, it feels like the
furthest away from the ground
you've ever been in your life.

The wind gradually becomes
stronger as you make your way
up the never-ending steps, and
by the time I reached the
summit, I was asking myself if
I was going to be able to do it.

After five years of continual
monotony in London, I needed
a long break. Within five
minutes I'd decided when and
where.

I needed the ultimate
adventure. Maybe a chance
encounter with Leonardo Di
Caprio, a nice French bint and
a horny gang leader called 'Sal'
who demanded sexual favours
for the map. (What map? Who
cared!)

The closest I
got to this
scenario was a
badly drawn
d i a g r a m
(scribbled on
the back of a
n a p k i n ) ,
showing how
to get through Bangkok airport
to the buses which would take
you to the Khao San Road ('safe
haven for travellers' my arse!).

Instead, this map sent me
flying into the arms of a group
of hideously deformed
octogenarians cackling "sucky
fucky, me like you long time".

You never have any cash
handy when you need it most.

When I eventually got to the
Khao San Road, I checked into
a guesthouse called 'Sawasdee'
(Thai for 'Wretched Hole'),
which was lit by approximately
163 joss-sticks in an attempt to
rid it of the smell of lingering
piss.

I went for a late walk and
entered a 'Wat' (Buddhist
temple) where I was greeted by
a young monk listening to Bon
fucking Jovi on his walkman.

Nothing is more upsetting
than witnessing a man who is
supposedly purer than pure
scream "I'm a six-gun lover"

whilst manically strumming an
air guitar.

I moved swiftly on, only to
find myself surrounded by a
gang of Thai cops wielding
AK47s and repremanding me
loudly because "you drop
cigarette on floor!".

That night it was Song
Khran, the Thai new year, and
everyone in Bankok got out of
their minds on the local

whiskey (my-
self included).

I swear it's
made from the
local magic
m u s h r o o m s
and it would
knock the balls
off a concrete
elephant.

Anyway, this is how I found
myself dancing in some back
alley when I was approached by
a 'she-boy' who said, in a rather
gruff voice (what a giveaway),
"kiss me".

"No." I said.
"Why not?" came the retort.
"Because you're a bloke."
For some reason that seemed

to really stump him.
I decided to carry on my

lonely path in search of a little
relaxation and bought a ticket
to the more peaceful islands of
theSouth.

The waters were so clear and
untouched that you could toss
a cigarette butt off the side of
the boat and watch it gently
drop into the fragile coral beds
beneath.

Beautiful.
Just me and the timeless

balance of nature.
As for travelling alone… fuck

it, that's the way it's gotta be.
NBSS

“Anyway, that’s how
I found myself in the
back alley when I
was approached by
the 'she-boy'.”

CORNERS OF THE EARTH



MESSIAHGATE
PAPERS LEAKED
A report leaked from the Vatican

last night has reopened a debate
over events from two thousand
years ago that have been confusing
historians to this day.

As detailed in the gospels, Jesus
spent much of his adult life
denying claims that he was the
messiah, a policy which has since
become known as the ‘messianic
secret’.

What had stumped historians
was why, since this was ‘on-
message’ official holy policy at the
time, his birth was given the full
PR treatment, with announce-
ments to foreign dignitaries
several years in advance, a star
guiding them to his birthplace,
and the full-on celestial light show
to a focus group of shepherds on
the actual night.

The report shows that a complete
breakdown in communication led
to the contracted PR company
being unaware of the ‘messianic
secret’ policy until well after the
birth event, with the report having
sat on the desk of an absentee
middle manager for a full four
years.

Having managed to blur the
situation for the last two thousand
years by falling back on the trusted
‘mysterious ways’ excuse
whenever questions were raised,
officials are now furious at the
leak, with the Holy Ghost having
already ordered a full internal
investigation.

Earlier today, a flustered
spokesperson for The Almighty
issued a short statement: “Look,
He’d left all the paperwork to His
subordinates. He can’t be
expected to be everywhere at once
for Christ’s sake!”

This latest debacle follows last
year’s allegations of product
placement in the Bible, in
particular the Virgin Birth, since
which time neither The Almighty
nor Richard Branson have been
available for comment.

–

Open up the latest copies of Empire and Total Film – the two biggest selling movie magazines
– and you’ll be hard pressed to tell the difference. They both use the commercially tried and
tested format of articles and reviews on the latest big movie releases -  a style that shifts a lot
of copies, makes them both a lot of money and certainly seems to satisfy the average reader. It
is also populist, unadventurous, soulless crap.

So what’s the alternative? If your looking on the shelf of your
local WH Smith you’ll also see Premier and Flicks, but they’re really
just slightly more upmarket and downmarket versions (respectively)
of the same magazine.

At the other end of the scale to these magazines there’s the
highbrow but coldly clinical Sight and Sound; not a magazine you
could accuse of being populist, but also lacking in any real impact,
too stuffy to delight in great films or have fun with them.

And that’s basically it. No middle ground between the two
extremes. But it wasn’t always like this. For a couple of years from
’97 to ’98 there was Neon.

So what was so great about Neon, then? Well, several things. Firstly, it broke the ‘latest film
news and reviews’ format; it still had those features but so much more space was devoted to
great films from any period. One that stood out was the meticulously researched features on a

classic film that appeared each month.
With each classic film the team ingeniously

compiled and edited together comments from
the main cast and crew (sourced from books or
old interviews), intertwining them  to form a
running dialogue and provide a remarkable
insight to the story behind the film.

One of the other great things about Neon was
that it had balls. It was not afraid to give a lot of attention to films that most people hadn’t
seen. It’s ‘100 films you must see before you die’ had Naked at number three, favoured
Manhunter over Silence of the Lambs and rubbishes ET and Top Gun. Compare this with
Empire’s recent ‘Sci-Fi Special’ that dismisses the wonderfully detailed (though admittedly
flawed) Dune as “risible” and “incomprehensible” (read: no spoon-feeding for us thickies)
only to devote two pages to slobbering over Flash fucking Gordon!

As with the articles inside, Neon also went against the grain with its covers. Whist every
other magazine on the stand went for the lowest common denominator ‘cute chick in hardly
any clothes’ cover, Neon often featured big grainy black and white shots of actors like Robert
Carlyle or Nick Cage.

And it had a sense of humour too. One of the highlights was Graham ‘Father Ted’ Linehan’s
achingly funny ‘Filmgoer’s Companion’. Featuring such greats as the diary of an arthouse
hooligan (“Bertolucci is a fuck-all. He’s a shit director and he’s got shit support.”) and the
Sam Peckinpa biography (“For years Peckinpa maintained that he had shot his chin off.
When suspicious friends would point out that he still had a chin he would become evasive and
mask it with his hand. ‘This is a different chin’ he would say.”).

Of course, a magazine of this sort of nonconformist quality was going to have trouble selling,
and indeed Neon failed to make a profit. Publishers EMAP panicked, changed editors and
went commercial: the final few issues went horribly downhill in quality (even taking on
Empire pretentiousness of saying ‘über-’ all the bloody time), only for it to die anyway. Which

was a big shame.
Recently a new magazine called Hotdog has come onto the market (iFG

publishing) which doesn’t seem a million miles away from Neon with its
focus on great films from all eras. Whether it manages to be as good as
Neon and/or avoid it’s fate has yet to be seen, but here’s hoping.

In the meantime, mustard salutes all who were involved with Neon for
the quality issues they produced and the all to brief respite from run of the
mill journalism. You will be remembered.

R.I.P. NEON

WA/AM

AND THE STATE OF THE FILM MAGAZINE INDUSTRY

AM

Neon was inventive,
funny, ballsy... and of
course doomed.
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PART ONE: SCARY ANIMALS

Are you writing this down, boy? Be Bloody rude not to. Could save your life... probably will... righto!
During my sixty eight years representing Her Majesty’s Glorious Empire in the field of international adventuring

and all things stiff upper lipped, I’ve learnt a few things, I can tell you. And I will. Believe me, you don’t spend a
lifetime scaling the walls of impenetrable fortresses, fighting hand-to-slimy-tentacle with mythical beasts and interbreeding with
impenetrable Foreign Royalty without picking up a few tricks, some fast bucks and a nasty rash.

I have come to rely on a swift pair of heels and a few simple rules, as follows. Do try and keep up lad!
1) Always be alert.
2) Never be without yer Elephant gun, Pith Helmet, Ghurka knife, a large jar of

Lime pickle, thermal socks or chain-mail Y-fronts.
3) (And most important.) For Christ's sake, check their trouser packet before handing

over the spondoolicks, 'specially in Asia, nasty shock I got in Thailand... still, since
I'd already parted with the money I thought I may as well... err ...herrumpf). Better if
you leave that bit out lad. Lets just say for future reference, a firm hand in these
matters is essential. So to speak.

But I digress. What I want to tell you about today is animals: not those chaps they
have outside the Brothels in Mesopotamia, real ones, big bloody scary bloody big
bloody real ones, with poisonous eyes and hairy teeth, secreting drool or slime from
orifices you hadn't previously encountered. Even in Bangkok. Specifically, what to do
if your surrounded by a herd of the buggers... I'll try to condense a lifetime's knowledge
into a few precious drops, like condensing camel pee into drinking water in the Gobi, what! Never been so parched, what! What? Why
yes, thank you, I'll have another large scotch.

AN INSTRUCTIVE GUIDE FOR THE ENGLISH ADVENTURER, DICTATED BY COL. J MUSTARD, INDIAN ARMY (Ret), YEAR OF OUR LORD 1914

#1: BEARS. Bears don't eat carrion, so when faced by your enraged Grizzly, simply feign death. I know a few chaps who tried this
and several of them escaped with a light mauling and at least three working limbs. One chap has to be kept out of the nursery at the
family pile these days though... keeps repeatedly stabbing the kids' teddies. They find it disturbing, the kids that is, can't see why,
toughen the little bastards up I'd have thought. (And they are bastards, I should know - chap was off exploring Chinese caves a
fortnight after deflowering his new bride; well she'd got the taste hadn't she? Better me than some limp-wristed poet with a club-foot
who douses himself liberally with lavender water. Pity my wife didn't concur really; loved poets, positively chased after fops like
that... caught them too, it seems. Coming home at all hours reeking of bloody lavender with that smile of shifty contentment on her
bovine visage, spouting some "Ode to a Lark" rubbish under her breath, the trollop.) Anyway, aardvarks...

#2: AARDVARKS. On their own, one of these little blighters can seem quite tame, even cute, but get 'em in a group egging each
other on – especially females during the breeding season – and they'll suck you to shreds! A good tip, and something that's saved my
skin many a time, is that they're scared of peanut butter, hate the taste! Quite like it myself. So, when confronted by massed aardvarks,
simply smear yourself liberally with the stuff or, better yet, butter-up before setting out on any expedition in the southern hemisphere.
Smooth peanut butter is obviously preferable, for reasons of application and economy (it goes further). For God’s sake though, don't
forget the eyelids; one chap in Madagascar had his skull sucked clean.

RA/AM
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#3: SHARKS. Many's the time I've had a pleasant sea crossing ruined by some
rum-sodden, laudanum-numbed captain ramming his bally ship into an iceberg or
somesuch, the useless sot... bloody relatives!

Anyway, what to do should you be sinking in shark infested water: remember that
sharks are attracted to screaming, splashing, blood and, most importantly, urine.
So as the boat goes down simply take a moment to empty your bladder over a few of
your fellow passengers; also, if you have the time, use your Kukri to nick a couple
of them... slice off an earlobe or lightly stab a forearm or two...

As you do this, the other passengers'll supply the splashing and screaming for you
(generally increasing in cadence), thus creating the perfect diversion for your own
escape. Try to exit the boat or raft on the side furthest from the bleeding stinkers.

On a related point, I have found that disguising yourself as a woman or small
child can also be advantageous in securing a place in any available lifeboats. Ensure
also that when disguised as a Ukrainian peasant woman your Ghurka knife is strapped
securely to a thigh as you enter an inflatable life raft; do not keep it secreted loosely
amidst your voluminous skirts in such a way that it might puncture the thick rubber
of the raft itself ...speaking hypothetically you understand.

Right, more jungle wisdom after a few G&T's...

ADVERTISEMENT

Out Now!

Featuring their No.1 hit
‘Al l  you need is cash’

in all good
record shops

©

fig 3: Sharks

GOD, NO,
ARRRGGGHHH! NO!

WHY??

SHARKS ARE ATTRACTED TO URINE, SO SIMPLY PEE ON
FELLOW PASSENGER(S) BEFORE SWIMMING TO SAFETY

DERRING-DO S & DON TS‘‘



Terry Gilliam: a
drop, catch, etc. Then Bobby comes in
behind him with the ski mask on and says
something like ‘Mr. Lowry? Put down the
phone.’

So, first take, John does his bit, Bobby
comes in, and he’s like: ‘Mr. Lowry? Mr...
I’m sorry, can we go again, that wasn’t
quite right.’ So we go again, John does the
whole jump, grab phone, drop phone, fall,
recover etc. Bobby comes in and again its:
‘Mr. Lowry? Sam? - Is it Sam? or Mr.
Lowry?’ And I’m, ‘Don’t worry, Bobby
you’re wearing a ski mask, we can dub it

later’. But he’s ‘No, no, I’ll come in again’.
So this goes on and on. And poor John,

he’s having to do this very rigorous stunt
every time.

What made it worse was that Bobby was
one of John’s heroes, who he’d always
looked up to, and now he’s working with
him and he’s driving him mad.

Another example is that I’d told Bobby
that the character has a surgeon’s skill with

his tools, so he’d been out researching to
get into character ... I think he’d actually
observed hospital operations. In the end,
because of the constant retakes, we had so
little time left that he had to leave and I
ended up doing the close-up shots of his
hands working the tools myself.

But of course, as it turned
out Bobby was an
absolute blessing when
it came to the big fight
with Sid Sheinberg...

(Despite receiving
many positive critical
reviews and a strong
audience reaction on release
in Europe, Sheinberg, head of
Universal Pictures,  was
flummoxed by the 144 minute film
with its dark, cynical tone and lack of
happy ending. He demanded cuts. Lots of
them. This included pumping up the
romantic elements and castrating it with
a happy ending.)

...I’d already put the advert in Variety:
‘Dear Sid Sheinberg. When are you going
to release my movie, Brazil?’, I needed to
get things out in the open because I really
thought that public opinion would be with
me and embarrass Sid into releasing my
cut. Of enormous help to this was the fact
that Bobby agreed to do a couple of chat
show appearances with me, which he,
y’know, never does.

(The film eventually received two Oscar
nominations: Best film and Best Art
Direction.)

Brazil was my most personal, cathartic,
film: I had to get it out of my system.

His next two films were Baron
Munchausen, a commercial flop, and The
Fisher King, a critical and box office
success.

During Munchausen we were being
sued by a guy who’d done an earlier
version, which was basically a World
War II Nazi propaganda film, and
we had to put a disclaimer at the
end. Years later, after completing
The Fisher King, one of the
cameramen came up to me and
said ‘I’ve really loved working

In Brazil, Gilliam
painted a world  smothered

in soulless bureaucracy,
where people are crammed in

endless tower-blocks filled
with oversized ducting and

inefficient, retrofitted technology.
In this world the mavericks are characters

like renegade plumber Tuttle: operating
outside the system he bursts commando
like into peoples homes, repairs their air-
conditioning and then disappears back
into the night:

“Listen, this old system of yours could be
on fire and I couldn’t even turn on the
kitchen tap without filling out a 27B/6...
bloody paperwork.”

It’s a typical Gilliam character: on the
face of it surreal, even silly, but driving
home a philosophical point with the kind
of wit, imagination and style that long
stays in the memory.

Its also as good as any a metaphor for
Gilliam’s approach to film making. He is
not part of the all-powerful system, in this
case Hollywood; he finds a way to work
around it, to sidestep the studio conveyor
belt and make the kind of visionary films
that, even when they don’t fully succeed,
are worth a dozen of the formulaic schlock
they share the billboards with.

We caught up with him in the pub prior
to a promotion for the Faber and Faber
book Gilliam on Gilliam. This is a
compilation of our conversation with him
and the promotional interview, starting
with his comments on working with Robert
DeNero on Brazil:

On the one hand, working with Bobby
was a bit of a nightmare. Not because he
wasn’t a nice person or, of course, a great
actor, but that he was so ... scrupulous. I
think this was his first non-starring role -
he was doing it as a favour for someone
at the studio - it was a cameo almost,
but he researched it like it was the
main part.

The best example is the scene
where Bobby comes in with the
gun whilst talking to Jonathan
[Price] on the ‘phone.

Now, John has to do this
whole jumping out of bed,
grabbing the phone, pratfall,

FROM THE LIFE OF BRIAN THROUGH TIME BANDITS, BRAZIL AND THE FISHER KING, WE  

“My advice is:
have no interest
in your career.”
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on this film with you and I’m going to tell
you now what I’ve been too scared to tell

you before; that guy who was
trying to sue you on

Munchausen was my
Dad!’ Which I thought

was great.

Can you tell us
w h a t
happened to

the film
adaptation   of

Watchmen  that you
were going to make?
Well, that fell through

for reasons that were out of
my hands, but I was relieved

in the end; Watchmen is kind of
the War and Peace of comic books

and I didn’t feel I could do it justice
within the limited running time of a

feature film.

I heard they messed around with the
ending...”

I messed around with it. I had to, to try
and fit it all in. Alan [Moore, author of
Watchmen] said ‘You do it, I’d rather you
messed it up than me’.

I think it would really need to be done as
a mini-series...

That’s exactly what I thought.

... twelve episodes,  retaining the
structure and enabling all the character
development ...

Yes, yes. But no, it wasn’t to be.

Have you been reading his From Hell?
Yeah, Alan sends me most his stuff, it’s

always good. One of the things I loved
about Watchmen though was the really
gorgeous, crisp artwork.

Okay, how would you sum up your
approach to choosing projects?

People have asked me how I manage to

AND DID
YOU GET PERMISSION

TO USE ALL THESE
PICTURES?

HEY, THIS
ISN’T A REAL

INTERVIEW WITH
ME AT ALL!

        SALUTE THE WORK OF TERRY GILLIAM, THE AMERICAN PYTHON AND VISIONARY FILM MAKER

SPLATTT!! AM

keep making the films I want to, and the
answer is really quite simple: you have to
completely disregard how your choices and
your actions could effect your career.

In Hollywood it’s very easy to go with
the flow, follow the bucks, trying to get into
the A list, and that’s the slippery slope to
producing mainstream rubbish.

So my advice is, have no interest in
furthering your career and just follow your
heart. Make the films you really care about.
I mean, that’s the only way you’ll really be
happy anyway.

The Life of Terry
1940: Born into a small rural

community outside Minneapolis.
1958: Gilliam and friends take over

their college magazine and pack it with
irreverent humour and cartoons.

1962: He turns up on the doorstep of
Help! magazine in New York and gets
a job with his heroes for two dollars
less than the dole.

1967: Covers the police action in
Century City. Disillusioned with
America, he leaves for England,
dodging the draft.

1968: Meets future Pythons  Idle,
Palin and Jones through Do Not Adjust
Your Set.

1969: Makes Monty Python’s Flying
Circus TV series (performing and
creating the characteristic animation
sequences) with Jones, Chapman,
Cleese, Palin and Idle.

1974: Co-writes, performs and co-
directs (with Jones) Monty Python and
the Holy Grail  with a miniscule budget
and a constantly drunk Graham
Chapman as King Arthur.

1977: Makes Jabberwocky starring

Michael Palin to critical bemusement.
1979: Co-writes, performs and

designs the look of Monty Python’s Life
of Brian, Python’s finest hour.

1981: Co-writes (with Palin) and
directs Time Bandits, which also
features John Cleese and Sean
Connery: a huge hit in the US.

1983: Co-writes and performs in
Monty Python’s Meaning of Life,
directing his short The Crimson
Permanent Insurance.

1985: Co-writes and directs Brazil,
featuring Jonathan Price, Robert
DeNero, Ian Holm and Michael Palin.
Though a critical triumph in Europe,
the studio demands cuts and a happy
ending for the US. Unlike Ridley Scott
who faced the same demands with
Blade Runner in 1982, Gilliam puts his
balls and career on the line by taking
the argument public. He gets his
version of the film released. Blade
Runner finally gets a compromised
Director’s Cut in 1991.

1988: His Baron Munchausen,
featuring Eric Idle, goes vastly over
budget and flops. Gilliam is unfairly
slammed by the same media that
coveted him during Brazil.

1991: Directs The Fisher King,
starring Robin Williams, Jeff Bridges
and Mercedes Ruehl. A commercial
and critical triumph, Ruehl wins the
Best Supporting Actress Oscar.

1995: Directs the successful Twelve
Monkeys starring Bruce Willis, Brad
Pitt and Madeline Stowe.

1998: Directs Fear and Loathing in
Las Vegas, starring Johnny Depp. It
receives a lukewarm critical reception
and fails to make a real impact at the
box office.

2000: Possible upcoming projects
include his long cherished Defective
Detective, Don Quixote and an
adaptation of Gaiman & Pratchet’s
Good Omens. Reaches the pinnacle of
his career by appearing in mustard.
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The Battle of
Brazil,
Jack Mathews,
APPLAUSE

Gilliam on Gilliam,  Ian Christie (Ed.),  FABER & FABER

Dark Knights & Holy Fools,  Bob McCabe,  ORION

RECOMMENDED:

life in pictures
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TUBE
SAFETY ADVICE

You know the deal: you get to the
underground station, already running
late, only to see a guard writing “Delays
due to Passenger Action” on one of those
high tech white-boards. Now, ‘Passenger
Action’ may conjour up images of people
sitting in circles on the platform singing
‘we shall not be moved’, but it’s actually
the underground staff’s code for ‘some
poor bugger’s under a train’.

I was recently stuck late at night on the
Jubille Line and got chatting to a guard
about those platform-edge partition/doors
that grace the new stations. Obviously,
they’re there to reduce cases of passenger
action, but, I asked, how many cases of
that do you actually get.

“One a day” he said.
Christ! One a day, on average. One

person every day falls / is pushed / hurls
themselves bodily under a tube. If they’re
actually trying to commit suicide it’s a
bad choice of method: no quick death here
as leapers usually survive, badly maimed,
for many hours.

“Many of them are doing it for the old
cry for help” the guard continued “I was
talking to one guy who survived the other
day and he was saying ‘oh, I fell’, but I
saw him: he leapt in front of the train,
flinging his briefcase into the air.”

The guard gave me one piece of advice:
if you do end up on the tracks with a train
bearing down, bear in mind that if you
just lie down there’s enough room for the
train to pass right over you.

Mentioning this to an engineer friend
later, he said that this was also true for
conventional locomotives. “If it does
happen though” he said, “try and lie
toward the train as all the stuff that hangs
down below it could otherwise snag on
the bottom of your jumper or trouser leg
or whatever.”

After further consideration we decided
that if you had enough time to arrange
yourself properly you’d have enough time
to simply step out of the way.

We eventually agreed that the safest
method was to practice ripping off your
clothes and smearing yourself with grease
in a split second. Which, according to
another friend, comes in handy for other
things too. But let’s not go there.

Libra (23 Sept - 22nd Oct)

The position of astral bodies millions
of light years from Earth indicate that
you may soon be visiting relatives, whilst
the current juxtaposition of Jupiter and
Saturn indicate that you should stay
away from dairy produce until next
Tuesday. It may be your birthday this
month.

Scorpio (23 Oct - 21 Nov)

A large body will soon be entering
Uranus. (Sorry.)

Sagittarius (23 Nov - 21 Dec)

On the 22nd, your Uncle Frank will
slightly scuff his lower calf on a
discarded tube of toothpaste, one of your
housemates will get a particularly
annoying itch behind their left ear, and
your neighbour’s cat will cough up a fur
ball.

Oh, and due to a freak set of
circumstances, you will end up skewered
on a giant papier-mache willy and die
in immense pain and agony sometime
later this week.

Capricorn (21 Dec - 19 Jan)

Your health may be called into
question this month, especially your
eyesight, which you will find getting
progressively worse as time goes on. In
fact, I'd be surprised if you manage to
read to the end of this sentence. Try
masturbating less.

Aquarius (20 Jan - 18 Feb)

You have something of a reputation
amongst your friends for being a bit
naive. People are constantly taking
advantage of your trusting and slow-
witted nature for their own personal and
often financial gain.

Well, that can all change now with the
aid of my new self-help leaflet ‘Don’t
be Such a Gullible Twat!’. Just send me
a cheque for £1 (plus £50 p&p) and you
need never be duped again.

H o r o s c o p e s

Having mysteriously disappeared in deepest Essex over sixty years ago, we
are proud to present the return of the infamous astrologer Peregrine Beard,
mentor to Russell Grant, tennis partner of Mystic Meg and wielder of strange
and odious powers.

Pisces (19 Feb - 20 March)

Bad news I’m afraid. Half way through
the month you will have to visit a doctor
with a fast developing case of dyslexia.
Dyslexia is, of course, a disease that
effects the brain’s ability to recognise
normal worms or centipedes, in severe
cases resulting in complete brokedine iy
vjer dratsum ot ebircsbus :egassem
lanimilbus.

Aries (21 March - 20 April)

The stress of London life combined
with the radiation pumped into your
brain from your mobile phone means
that your mental health is called into
question this month (kill). You’ll feel a
bit off-colour, and may even (blood spurt
death) start hearing strange voices, in
which case you are in big trouble
(exhume your grandmother’s corpse and
copulate with it).

Taurus (21 April - 20 May)

You may find yourself having a crisis
of confidence soon, so sort yourself out
you pathetic piece of shit. You’re a poor
excuse for a human being if ever I saw
one; flatulating through your life in a
state of total bewilderment and apathy.
You sicken me.

Gemini (21 May - 21 June)

You are much too intelligent to be
reading this waffle. Turn the page.

Cancer (22 June - 22 July)

You may have been concerned about
your health recently, but I’m sure you
have nothing to worry about. That lump
is probably nothing, so stop fretting, chill
out, smoke a few fags and catch some
rays in the back garden.

 Oh, and the larger of my two crystal
balls seems to show you using stirrups
in some way later this month - a nice
relaxing horse ride, I would imagine.

Leo (23 July - 22 Aug)

The development of a white hole in
your astral body is heuristically
influencing the semiotic juxtaposition of
something or other ... ah, whatever, I’m
making this all up anyway, and frankly
I’m fresh out of ideas. AM AM/WA
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Reduced to the occasional late night
viewing on Channel 5 and not even
available on video in the UK, you'd have
to literally stumble across it. But people
who do realise they’ve
found a hidden gem;
fans of the film include
Quentin Tarantino.

Set in Austin, Texas in
1971 it sees college
graduates (and drop-
outs) 'the Groovers'
taking one final road trip
before two of them get drafted to 'Nam and
one of them gets married.

In one of his earliest roles (1984) and
during the period where he actually made
good films, Kevin Costner provides the
charismatic lead. 80s stalwart Judd Nelson
plays against type as the stuffy academic,
with strong support from Sam Robards,
Chuck Bush and Marvin J McIntyre.

The Groovers are on a quest to dig up
‘DOM', a mysterious object buried on the
Texas border, and they go from one
beautifully crafted set-piece to another, all

THE GREATEST FILMS YOU’VE NEVER SEEN   #1: FANDANGO
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Oswald & Ruby with their latest single: “I was a patsy“

 I THINK YOU’LL FIND
THERE ARE TWO
PEOPLE THERE...

WELL, THAT’S
EXACTLY HOW I

HAVE SEX...

NO, I MEAN I
HAVE THIS
VIDEO ON...

AM

Indeed. That’s what ‘too much’ means; the point at which
it becomes too much. The worst offender is the person who,
in response to a question like “how much milk do you want
in that?” says “Oh, not too much...” which is an answer so
stupid and pointless that it actually became a executable
offence during the war. Well, it should have.

Wheel Of Reason

“ Too much is bad for you!”

set to a classic 60s/70s soundtrack.
Written and directed by Kevin Reynolds

and based on his own experiences, his
original film school project was spotted by
Spielberg's Amblin, who gave him funding
to turn it into a full feature.

The film contains some inspired touches
(such as a character who
spends the entire film in
a drunken stupor only to
awake for the final scene)
and a plethora of quotable
dialogue ("What can
anyone possibly like
about Texas?", "I like the
way it's shaped."), but it

is at the half-way point that the film really
kicks into top gear.

 By now tensions are running high
between cool but manipulative Gardner,
and stick-up-his-ass grouch Hicks:
Gardner slams Hicks for being a weenie
and he responds that he will do "anything,
anywhere, any time".

At this point the driver slams on the
breaks and the other characters turn to see
an old hand-painted sign at the side of the
road: ‘Parachute School’.

And so begins one of the funniest, most

perfectly executed scenes in cinema, as the
self-confessed space-cadet Truman Sparks
(a brilliant McIntyre) takes the acrophobic
Hicks up for a jump in his crappy old light
aircraft, bits of it falling off as they go.

Sparks's stoner dialogue is a scream: "It's
better to go like this than in some senseless
tragedy" and "you might wanna take a few
hits of this before you go out the door".

This adrenalin rush sequence is then
offset by the sublime finale when, without
a penny to their names, the Groovers have
to put on a wedding in a local town.

Starting by pretending they forgot the
napkins, they keep getting 'cancellations'
("We lost the band!") that the kind hearted
townsfolk fill in for, until they end up
providing the whole five-star shebang.

But as with most of the film, the subtlety
and nuances are such that I really can't do
them justice here and you're just going to
have to watch the damn thing. Let’s leave
the last words to Costner’s Gardner Barnes:

“There's nothing wrong with going
nowhere son, it's a privilege of youth.”

The fan-run fandango web site is at
wwwwwwwwwwwwwww.a.a.a.a.allllleeeeexmuxmuxmuxmuxmusssssson.son.son.son.son.cccccom/fom/fom/fom/fom/fandandandandandananananangggggooooo, with
photos and stories from in front of and
behind the camera.
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ADVERTISEMENT

One-man slaughterhouse
wanted to hunt down

4/5 skin jobs

APPLY TO TYRELL CORP.

JOB OPPORTUNITY

(Must pass standard Voight-Kamph test)

company hovercar

free origami lessons

retirement after four years

Wheel Of Reason

... can opener / washing
machine / shaving
experience, etc. etc.

All those bloody ads that use
the phrase:

“ the ULTIMATE...”

Listen you illiterate cliché-
loving fuckers, ultimate
means last. So unless you go
out of business immediately
after this product goes on the
market we’re going to sue
your ass.

Did someone say Disc Golf?
No, I didn't think so.
Disc Golf, a sport which involves throwing

Frisbees at targets, began in Southern California
25 years ago, and today there are over 1,000
courses world-wide, including 12 in our beloved
UK. These are real live, dedicated courses just
for this sport, in some of the most beautiful
places you can imagine: the hills of West Dorset,
the ocean's edge on the Scottish Isle of Mull
and Hampton Court Palace.

Okay, that last one was a lie.

SJ

DISC GOLF

Putting on the Isle of Mull

"What the hell is this guy babbling on about?
Frisbees are for chucking around at the beach!
You get bored, you grab a beer, you find
something better to do."

Aha! Not true, mon ami! Disc Golf takes it
all to another level.

Let's start with ‘ball’ golf. You stand there,
you hit a ball with a stick, you keep hitting it
until you get it into a hole in the ground, and
the least number of hits wins. Now, Disc Golf:
you stand there, you throw a Frisbee, you keep
throwing it until you get it into a basket, and
the least number of throws wins. All other rules
are the same. Easy to learn, difficult to master.
Trust me.

Here's an added bonus: instead of faffing about
on manicured, expensive fairways, Disc Golf
courses are on seldom-used, open land, for
nominal, if any, fees. Okay, you have to shoo
away the occasional suckling sheep from the
basket, and there's always barbed wire to duck
under, but that's what contributes to the unique
and enjoyable nature of this game.

At the recent British Open (yes indeedy, that's
what we call it), 76 players participated from 8
European countries, for a combined revenue of
US $2,000. We're serious about this stuff.  We're
here to stay.  We're a small, loyal, and fun-loving
group of people, and we know where you live.

OK, that's the second lie.
For more information, contact the British Disc

Golf Association at www.bdga.org.uk.

(Time Warner aren't returning our calls.)

The one with the Kleenex.
Monica walks in on Ross masturbating over a photo of his monkey. Many

'spanking the monkey' jokes ensue.

The one where the deep-seated childhood insecurities
lead to a life of moral decay.

Phoebe becomes a prostitute.

The one with the cake.
Chandler's empty corporate lifestyle, huge wages and the pressure of dating an

obsessive compulsive lead him to cocaine addiction. Believing his stash to be
icing sugar, Monica bakes it in a cake for the big thanksgiving dinner... with
hilarious consequences!

The one where phoebe learns the banjo.
Joey and Chandler are raped by hillbillies whilst the guys are on a canoeing

trip. Ross is forced to shoot one of the inbred rednecks with a huge bow and
arrow. Then breaks his leg.

The one where everyone dies horribly: part one.
After making one witty put-down to many, Chandler is brutally stabbed to

death with a huge bread knife by guest-star Joe Pesci. Grouchy neighbour Mr
Heckles rises from the grave to hunt down Monica in a blatant Scream cash-in.
Meanwhile, Rachael has become such a pathetic meaningless cipher of a human
being that she ceases to exist altogether.

The one where everyone dies horribly: part two.
Wracked with grief, Ross becomes even more of a miserable, whining little

shit. Eventually his colleagues at the museum get fed up with his incessant self-
pity and beat him to death with a frozen caveman. Meanwhile, Joey attempts to
eat a ridiculously large sandwich and his head explodes. In a final twist, Phoebe
is revealed as the crazed mastermind behind their deaths and we realise that her
lovable idiosyncrasies actually masked a deep-rooted psychosis.

FRIENDS PITCHES THEY TURNED DOWN

AW/AM

“All this buttoning and unbuttoning”

GREAT MOMENTS IN HISTORY

- Victorian suicide note



During an exercise off Harwich in August
1916 the Royal Navy submarine E41 was
accidentally rammed by one of her sister
submarines. She was on the surface at the
time but her pressure-hull was badly holed
and she quickly began to slip beneath the
waves. Her captain, realising that there was
no hope of saving her, ordered 'abandon
ship' and most of her crew were able to
scramble onto deck and jump clear before
she sank. One man, however, was not so
fortunate.

Stoker P. O. Brown had gone into the
engine-room, towards the stern of the
submarine, to ensure that no-one had been
left behind. When he returned to the
control-room he found the hatches shut and
everybody gone. Worse still, the rapidly
flooding submarine was now waist-deep in
seawater and was already completely
underwater. As if that was not enough, the
flooding had reached the battery-
compartment and the sulphuric acid of the
batteries was reacting chemically with the
seawater to produce chlorine gas that
choked the lungs and stung the eyes. There
was a crack and a flash of blue light as the
main fuses blew and the interior of the
submarine was plunged into darkness.

Brown retreated into the engine-room and
managed to shut the hatch against the
torrent of water flooding through from the
control-room. Locating an emergency torch
he took stock of his situation. By now the
submarine was lying on the bottom and he
was standing waist-deep in freezing cold
water, the surface of which was covered in
thick back oil.

His only chance of survival lay in a large
hatch located in the roof of the engine-
room. This hatch was unusual in that it was
designed only to be used in port, during
refitting, when large pieces of equipment
needed to be removed from the engine-
room. As such, in addition to the normal
securing clips, it was held shut by a heavy
steel bracket known as a 'strongback' that

oily water and fumbled blindly about.
Eventually he managed to retrieve two of
the clips and refit them to the hatch. Now
the flooding could continue.

Brown waited until the water level had
stopped rising, by which time it was around
his shoulders. This should have indicated
that the pressure had equalised on both

sides of the hatch. He
quickly removed the
securing clips once more
and heaved at the hatch.
The hatch opened
slightly and there was the
sound of escaping air but
Brown was not able to
hold it open and it
slammed shut again. The
air-pocket at top of the
engine-room had shrunk

considerably due to the escape of air but
undeterred Brown tried again to open the
hatch. Again he could not hold the hatch
open, but this time it crushed his hands as
it closed.

Brown was now in total darkness and the
air-pocket was so small that he could only
just keep his face above the water but he
made one final supreme effort to open the
hatch. To his relief the hatch swung open
and he could see daylight penetrating from
far above through the green seawater. He
shot upward, blowing air out of his mouth
to relieve the pressure he could feel building
up in his lungs as he rose.

Suddenly he found himself on the surface,
where he was quickly rescued by a warship
that was searching for survivors. His ordeal
was over.

In his book 'Subsunk', from which most
of this account has been taken, the author,
Shelford, credits Brown's survival to 'never
allowing himself a moment of inactivity so
that the deadly mental paralysis from
breathing carbon dioxide had no chance
to creep over him and numb his brain'.
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HEROES OF THE DEEP
was bolted across it. It was also so heavy
that it was equipped with gearing to open
and close it.

To effect his escape, Brown would first
have to disconnect the gearing so that the
hatch could swing freely. To do this he was
forced to make numerous dives beneath the
water in the engine-room whilst holding
his breath (since
submarines at this time
carried no breathing
apparatus at all) and
work by touch alone.
Once the gearing was
disconnected his next
move was to unbolt the
strongback, and then to
remove the securing
clips, which he let fall
into the bilges. Now the
only thing keeping the hatch closed was
the water pressure outside the submarine.

The submarine had sunk in forty-five feet
of water, so there were about twenty pounds
of water pressing down on every square
inch of the hatch (that may not sound much,
but a hatch three foot by three foot would
have twelve tons of water pressing down
on it). To finally be able to open the hatch,
Brown would have to equalise the pressure
on either side of it, and the only way to do
that would be to admit more seawater into
the engine-room. Accordingly, he opened
as many valves as he could find and the
water began to rise.

To his horror, Brown suddenly realised
that as the internal pressure built up the
water was seeping past the seal on the
hatch. His precious air-pocket was escaping
and at this rate he would drown long before
he was able to open the hatch. The only
thing to do was to refit some of the securing
clips that he had earlier discarded in an
effort to seal the hatch until he was ready
to escape. He closed the valves to halt the
flooding and began to search for the clips.
Again and again he dove beneath the cold

#1: P. BROWN, TRAPPED IN A SINKING SUBMARINE

“To open the hatch
Brown would have to
equalise the pressure,
and the only way to do
that would be to admit
more seawater into
the engine-room.”

When news of Alexander Graham Bell’s invention reached the
UK, the Chief Engineer of the British Post Office was unimpressed,
“we have plenty of messenger boys” he said. But perhaps more
telling is the American mayor who was wildly enthusiastic about
the device and ventured this visionary prediction: ‘I can see a day’
he solemnly proclaimed ‘when every city will have one’.

GREAT MOMENTS IN HISTORY

WA

WHAT, YOU
WENT AND FUCKED

YOURSELF?

SO, ANYWAY,
I TOOK YOUR ADVICE

IN THE END...



1: The Ordinary World
Luke Sky-Walker lived with his aunt and

uncle on a remote farm. Well, I say ‘farm’
- and Luke said ‘faarrm’ (he had a splendid
public school drawl, a rather better accent
than mine) - but it was in fact not a farm.
It was a whopping great country estate in
Surrey. He was living with his aunt and
uncle because his parents were dead or on
holiday or hated him or something. He had
just turned up one day on their rather
impressively sized doorstep and they had
welcomed him with open arms, open
wallets and - rather unfortunately - open
sores (the latter being the result of
hereditary leprosy).

Luke was not happy; he was bored with
life. Life, however was not bored with him,
it made every effort to please him and in
fact secretly rather fancied him.

Nevertheless, Luke was bored with his
life. He needed adventure.

2: The Call to Adventure
One day, once upon a time (about half

past two - just after Neighbours), Luke
received the call to adventure. He had to
receive the call himself since, rather
appallingly, none of the servants seemed
to be around. Surely all thirty-nine of them
couldn’t be caddying for his Uncle, he
thought; perhaps they were out committing
crimes or something. They tended to do
that sort of thing. Anyway, the telephone’s
ringing had started to annoy him, so, being
careful not to let it touch his mouth
(leprosy being quite unfashionable at the
time), Luke picked up the receiver.

“Hello?” He said.

3: The Refusal of the Call
The voice that answered was

distinctly transatlantic, which
immediately got Luke’s gander up.
Joining the war too late and all that.

“Oh, hi, this is Princess Leia ... is that
Mr. Carnaby?”

“Who?”
“Toby Won Carnaby?”
“I believe you have the wrong number.

This is 01737 100 330. What did you

mean to dial, you uncoordinated
trollop?”

“Ah, 2..3..2...”
“R2D2? Well, I’m afraid this

is England, and in England we
don’t have letters in our telephone
numbers. If we did, they wouldn’t be called
telephone numbers now would they? This
is, you see, 3..3..0...”

“C3P0?”
“Go away” said Luke, and hung up.

4: Meeting the Mentor
Luke returned to his daytime television.

An hour or two of Countdown, Turnabout
or Vanessa was always good for his
confidence. It confirmed his superiority.

Eventually, when he was drunk with
arrogance (not completely out of his swede,
you understand; just nicely sloshed), he
turned off the box.

That’s when it struck
him – not the televis-
ion, (he had learnt
his lesson after
last time and
had it firmly
nailed down),
but the fact
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that the telephoning tart had been a
princess! She was a quality bit off muff and
as such could be his route out of this
hellhole (admittedly, this 30 room en-suite
hellhole with 24-hour room service).

Giving thanks to a memory as yet
unsullied by his father’s regular cocaine
parties, he grabbed the phone and dialled
01737 100 232.

“Hello, Toby Wan Carnaby speaking.”
“Ah, good afternoon, I’m telephoning

with regards to Princess Leia..”
“Oh yes, one of our most promising

students.”
“Students..? Er, yes she recommended

you to me...”
And so the conversation continued,

though I shall merely provide you with a
summary as I detest over-use of

inverted commas.
It transpires that Toby
Wan Carnaby runs the

Jedi Night School,
which specialises
in getting

offspring of the rich
and famous into equally

rich and even more famous
universities. The ridiculous

name ‘Wan’ is a family name
given to all males of the Carnaby

Clan. Toby offered Luke a place
on his four-week summer course, but

he initially declined on the grounds
that his Uncle and Aunt need him
(though in actuality he is mortified by
the thought of working during the
summer hols). Eventually though, the
possibility of getting into Leia’s
knickers convinced him to put himself
in the hands of Toby Wan.

5: Crossing the First
Threshold

Upon arrival, Luke was surprised to
find that students were required to wear
full traditional Scottish battle dress
during lessons, including kilt and a
large sword. Tobi Wan allayed his fears
that carrying the sword around would
give him back problems in later life by
assuring him that it was only “a light
sabre”.

Luke studied hard on his History,
Economics and Geography, but the most
important thing he learnt about was



something called ‘the Force’. Tobi Wan
believed that there is a force which ensures
that the elite continue to be the elite whilst
the rest continue to be verminous proles.

“The Force is like a Tory Government”
he maintained “It is also like God. But not
such a bastard.”

The big bummer was that Leia was not
on the summer course; she had already
passed her A-levels and was off up to St.
Andrews. Thoughts of posh totty and top
rate golfing amenities spurred Luke into
working his aristocratic arse off, and he
entered the final exam six weeks later
armed with everything Obi Wan could
teach him.

6: Tests, Allies, Enemies
Time passed. As did Luke. Let us now

rejoin our posh chum as he journeys
northward in his trusty white Beemer.

Somewhere beyond Watford he stopped
at the motorway services. He had heard all
kinds of awful stories about the wretched
wasteland known as ‘The North’ and was
only persuaded to leave the car due to an
overstretched bladder. At the urinal he
watched as his pure southern urine flowed
into a river of fag ends, catarrh and soiled
condoms. He came to the conclusion that
he needed a guide, much as his great-great-
grandfather Col. Mustard had had a guide
on his journeys through Africa.

This decision was reinforced when he
returned to the burnt-out wreck of his BM,
which was smouldering gently with the
words ‘fukk off suthurn pufs sez Jabba’
scored on what was left of the bonnet. Jabba
was a local thug, and a fat bastard to boot.
Such was his girth that he was often
referred to as Jabba the Gut - though not
of course to the collection of chins that
passed for his face. However, Jabba does
not appear in our story until the second
sequel, so let’s move quickly on.

Luke’s sudden lack of transport forced
him to hitch a lift from a trucker; a German
ex-porn star known as ‘Hand Solo’. Solo
seemed an amiable chap, but Luke was less
enthralled with his rather smelly, hairy
hippy companion, who seemed to
communicate largely in a series of grunts.
The hippy at least seemed friendly,
welcoming Luke on board by waving a
manky looking packet of toffees under his
nose; “Chewie?” he offered.

7: The Approach to the
Supreme Ordeal

Unfortunately, Luke quickly came to the
conclusion that these two troglodyte
wasters were, well, troglodyte wasters and
he soon parted company with them (on the
grounds that they were troglodyte wasters).
Luke liked the word ‘troglodyte’. As do I.

Luke, therefore, approached the Supreme
Ordeal alone.

thoroughly common word. Even poor
people have love; it is no coincidence that,
in the dictionary, ‘love’ follows ‘lout’.

“Because I can offer you things he can’t.”
“You can sustain an erection for longer

than twelve hours?”
“Well.. admittedly, no. But I can get you

into Hello magazine.”
“Well Darth has already got me into

Reader’s Wives. I know I’m not actually
his wife, but Darth is peasant scum and
peasant scum always break the rules.”

At this point Luke was stumped.
Until, that is, he remembered what Toby

Wan had taught him: use the Force.
“I have the Force on my side” he declared

triumphantly; “I will always be the elite
and he will always be the chronic poor.”

9: The Reward
He won the lady. He fucked the bitch.

10: The Road Back
But there was one remaining problem:

Scotland. Scotland was the land of death -
and also the land of Darth (you see, ‘death’
and ‘Darth’ sound quite similar, clever
huh?). Luke and the princess couldn’t
stand it any longer, so he hired a car and
got back on the road to Surrey... I suppose
Surrey was the land of life.

11: Resurrection
Surrey! Life after Darth! And so it had

been foretold:
42 Ladies in Range Rovers came saying

that He was alive. 43 And their eyes were
opened, and they knew him; and he
vanished out of their sight (doing about
90mph). 44 They went to Surrey and said
that Luke is risen indeed. 45 And as they
spake, Luke himself stood in the midst of
them, and saith unto them: 46 Do not be
afraid, I am Luke and I am risen from the
land of Darth.

- The Gospel According to Luke

12: The Return with the Elixir
Leia was rescued. Luke was a hero.

Everybody who was anybody lived happily
ever after. Everybody else lived unhappily,
just as they deserved to. Oh, and er... Luke’s
internal elixir was his new self-knowledge
and control of the Force.

Of course, the only bummer was that
Luke had to return to Scotland when the
next term started.

GC

o f  L u ke  S ky - Walker
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“Even poor people
have love. It’s no
coincidence that, in
the dictionary, ‘love’
follows ‘lout’.”

8: The Supreme Ordeal
After further adventures that we can’t be

bothered to mention, Luke finally reached
St. Andrews. He found out all about the
delightful Princess Leia, but yet he was still
left spanking the monkey as she was
shagging some other bloke. To add insult
to celibacy, this other bloke was hardly a
bloke at all - he was a local, a jimmy, a
peasant, a pleb, a prole, a Scotsman; in
short, scum. His name was Darth McVader
and he fancied himself as a kind of Scots
gangsta, cruising the highlands in a old
black Ford Capri with blacked out windows
and a numberplate reading ‘DEF STAR’.

After a whole term of watching Leia ride
around with McVader, Luke decided that
his adventures would culminate in an
attempt to rescue the princess from the
DEF STAR. Thus one night, as he
stumbled from a pub he spied them
cruising up South Street and gave chase.
It wasn’t hard to catch them as Darth never
went faster than 5pm so that everyone
could get a good look at his wheels.

“Princess!” Luke panted heroically “I
have come to rescue you from this evil
madman. Come with me!”

“Why?” replied Leia.
Luke wanted to declare undying love, but

he couldn’t bring himself to use such a
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Wheel Of Reason

“  It’s always in
the last place you
look!

Of course it is. Why
would you continue
looking after you’d
found it, for fuck’s
sake?

”

- can YOU cut it?
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In his old age,
Leonardo da Vinci used
to terrify his nurses by
inflating sheep’s
bladders as one would
inflate a balloon,
blowing them up until
they filled his bedroom
and crowded out his
nurses.
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